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Solution Brief

Next Generation Trader Workstation

For modern working lifestyles, we need to re-imagine the traditional 
approach to trader workstation architecture. 

Previous design requirements of high-performance, low-latency, 
reliability and flexibility are still there, but agility is now essential.

A trader’s ability to instantly and seamlessly operate from anywhere, 
with no compromise in performance or productivity, is essential to 
better withstand any disruptions to the workplace.

Amulet Hotkey’s 20-year experience in trading floor solutions, 
combined with innovative product design and Tier-1 relationships 
with vendors such as Dell Technologies and NVIDIA, provides 
us a unique position to design the optimal trading floor 
virtualization solution. 

Poor application performance on standard virtualized desktops Graphics rendering is offloaded to GPU, freeing 
CPU cycles for applications that need them

Traditional ‘one size fits all’ VDI does not suit tradefloor workloads
Operate virtualized and dedicated remote 
workstations on the same platform. 
Administrators can flex and scale with ease.

Provide a solution that enables resiliency at critical times
Centralizing workstations in the datacenter gives 
administrators flexibility in how, when and where 
they deliver the remote desktop.

CHALLENGE SOLUTION

Amulet Hotkey  
in partnership with
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The Hybrid Challenge
For an effective solution, we 

must consider all aspects 
of the performance trader 

workstation This brief examines 
the challenges of flexibility, 

performance and scalability. 

For a full review, considering 
all aspects, see the Reference 

Architecture document. 

Many users still require significant  
compute performance with low latency  
access to data and storage. 

When you add to this the demand for multiple  
high-resolution monitors and floor-wide bursts in 
activity, traditional VDI solutions cannot cope.

”

“

Neal Holton - Amulet Hotkey Solutions Consultant

The Challenge 

In spite of significant advances in workstation efficiency  
and application performance, the modern trading floor  
continues to place substantial demands on IT. 

Users no longer just move desks in an office; they move between  
buildings, work from remote offices or even trade from home.

The best way forward for IT has been to implement a virtual  
desktop solution. However, the trading floor remains one part  
of the business where this has  
been a real challenge. 

SECURITY

Centralization of 
compute resources 

reduces attack 
vectors PROTOCOL

All performance 
capabilitites of the 
remote protocol are 

used, providing 
unmatched user 

experience

RISK

Hybrid design 
reduces contention 

risk for the most 
demanding users

FLEXIBILITY

Multi-use GPU 
technology allows for 

both visualization 
and compute 

workloads

PERFORMANCE

GPU technology 
provides enhanced end 
user performance and 

density factors
SCALABILITY

Brokering and 
gateway services 

provide ‘business as 
usual’ irrespective of 

user location or 
situation

PERFORMANCE 
TRADER 

WORKSTATION
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Meeting the scalability challenge

Solution

The Dell PowerEdge MX740c compute sled forms the foundation of the solution. 

By configuring each sled with up to two NVIDIA Tesla T4 GPUs, using Amulet 
Hotkey CoreModules, allows the acceleration of up to thirty-two accelerated 
virtual desktops per sled.

A tiered approach helps to optimise  
performance based on workload 
type, enables uniform management 
across the solution, and provides 
easy migration of users as 
workloads and capacity changes.

Greater numbers of less-demanding 
users can be accommodated within 
the same stack as a smaller number 
of high-performance users.

Understanding that users have different needs, we must be able 
to quickly adapt a virtual desktop to achieve different  
performance requirements.  

Traditional virtual desktop infrastructure, targeted at the  
broadest performance requirement of task worker, is not suitable 
for the advanced specification of the trade floor.  

We’ve developed a targeted, scalable and tiered approach that  
provides an optimized level of performance for all workloads.

Dedicated 
remote 

workstation

Mid point between 
density and resource 

contention

Dense virtualized user configura-
tion with more contention for 

compute and GPU resource

Full GPU and compute 
resource allocation

16:1 contention ratio 
per node

32:1 contention ratio 
per node
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PERFORMANCE TIERS

Understanding that users have different 
needs means being able to adapt a virtual 
desktop to achieve different performance 
requirements, quickly and effectively.   

At the top performance tier, vSphere ESXi 
can provide and dedicate a single T4 to a 
virtual desktop.  Yet, GPU allocation can 
be made as required, and importantly, 
scaled and adapted dynamically.

We also enable the option to 
deploy Windows 10 onto the Dell 
PowerEdge MX740c and dedicate that 
sled to one user. 

This provides a high level of performance 
and no contention with other virtual 
desktops allocated to the same hardware.

”

Enabling all workloads is 
key to the next generation 
trader workstation solution.

“

Tony Hilliard 

- Chief Commercial Officer

Dell PowerEdge MX740c sled

SCALABILITY
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Solution

Leveraging the correct blend of processor cores to clock 
speed, we ensure that each user is able to achieve and 
exceed the performance required for specific trading 
applications such as:

• Bloomberg Terminal;
• Refinitiv Eikon; 
• Reuters and others.

Increased levels of latency have a direct impact on the 
user’s feel for the remote desktop – reported as desktop 
responsiveness and commonly known as ‘snappiness’.  

NVIDIA GPU technology ensures that the user experience 
is virtually indistinguishable from local workstations 
situated under the user’s desk. This is achieved by 
increasing delivered frame rate for better fluidity and 
reducing latency, thus enabling faster response times.

Meeting the performance challenge

Virtual desktop deployments often fail when user 
density trumps performance. One aim of this solution is 
to define an optimum density that maintains excellent 
end user performance.  

With trades measured in milliseconds, the smallest delay 
can mean the measurable differences in return.  

Trade floor employees and businesses, which thrive on 
responsiveness, demand an uncompromised  
user experience (UX).

NVIDIA T4 GPU

The NVIDIA T4 GPU ensures performance is at 
the heart of the solution, providing three key 
components of a performant remote desktop:

• Presence of the GPU offloads graphics 
rendering tasks from the host CPU to 
dedicated GPU hardware encoders

• CPU cycles freed from graphics 
processing are reallocated to CPU-bound 
tasks, improving the performance of 
applications that need it

• With decreased CPU load, density 
levels can be increased per virtual host, 
improving the overall efficiency

Estimates indicate brokers 
can lose $4 million in 
revenue per millisecond if 
their trading platform is 
5ms behind competitors.

Where delay is measured in 
dollars, milliseconds count. ”

“

NVIDIA

Amulet Hotkey Cartridge 
contains two NVIDIA T4 GPUs
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With COVID19, the traditional approach to trader  
workstation architecture must change. The pre-pandemic 
design requirements are still there, but trader agility is now 
at the top of every trade floor design shopping list. 

A trader’s ability to instantly and seamlessly operate  
from anywhere, with no compromise in performance or  
productivity, is essential to better withstand the disruption 
of a future pandemic event.

Meeting the agility challenge

PCoIP™ (PCoIP Ultra™)

PCoIP is a mature and resilient remote desktop 
access protocol. Launched by Teradici in 2007, 
it connects over 20 million physical and virtual 
remote desktops today. PCoIP Ultra contains the 
latest technical enhancements.

PCoIP is inherently suited for mission-critical 
high-performance use cases. Only imaging 
data leaves the datacenter, aiding security 
and data management.  

”

“

 Amulet Hotkey Solutions Consultant

With the advent of increased 
essential remote working, it is 
now paramount to ensure any 
solution provides a means for 
staff to connect and engage 
with enterprise applications. 

Reduced latency

Workstation centralization optimizes 
application responsiveness by placing 
compute resource next to data feeds.  

This latency, from compute resource 
to market feed and/or storage, 
is reduced when compared to 
deskside workstations.  

Market Data, Feeds and Storage 
located next to Compute

Imaging data onlyClient Endpoint

Host Rendering

Optimized 
Multi-codec

Dynamic Network
Adaptation

Only Encrypted Pixels
are Transmitted

Simple Client Decode

Provides a rich and 
responsive user 
experience

Optimized bandwidth 
and image quality

Delivers best possible user 
experience under changing 
network conditions

Data stays secure 
Application Independent

Enables secure 
zero clients or flexible 
software clients
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Ask an Amulet Hotkey specialist to assist you with designing a performance remote 
workstation solution for your specific needs

Solution Highlights

This solution utilizes a number of advanced technologies such as:

• Dell’s MX modular infrastructure, incorporating  
Amulet Hotkey’s CoreModule; 

• NVIDIA GRID;

• Teradici Cloud Access Software. 

Each of these components is optimised to deliver the best 
possible experience to end users. At the same time, this offers 
administration and support teams a means to maintain, configure 
and deploy easily and effectively. Amulet Hotkey CoreModule

Solution

Our Next Generation Trader Workstation solution offers a ‘business as usual’ approach: 

• Enabling high performance remote protocol desktop delivery  
both within the corporate network and outside

• Incorporating a single broker and gateway technology so desktop  
resource allocation can be accomplished simply, monitored with minimal  
fuss and adapted to critical events effortlessly

• VMware vSphere seamlessly facilitates high availability desktops  
and a ‘distributed yet centralised’ approach to where compute and  
graphics resource are located

• Where an optimal configuration is to enable a user to experience  
the same desktop hardware configuration as in the office;  
the solution adopts a pragmatic approach where administrators will be  
able to permit any device to connect to resources, if the situation requires

mailto:sales%40amulethotkey.com?subject=Next%20Generation%20Trader%20Workstations
mailto:sales%40amulethotkey.com?subject=Next%20Generation%20Trader%20Workstations
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Why Amulet Hotkey?

We design and manufacture high-performance compute 
solutions for mission-critical environments. 

In 20 years we have deployed over 50,000 remote trader 
workstations and understand the special requirements 
unique to trading floor environments. 

Ground-up design and in-house manufacturing 
give us the expertise to support mission-critical 
deployments from end to end.

Amulet Hotkey provide turnkey solutions for trading 
floors, complete with deployment and ongoing 
maintenance services. No two trading floors are exactly 
alike; our extensive experience will ensure the solution 
architecture you deploy meets your needs.

About Us

Overview
Amulet Hotkey is a privately owned company founded in 1990 and  head-quartered in the 
UK with global offices in London and New York. Together with a proven network of regional 
partners, we can meet the needs of our customers around the globe.

What we do
We create centralized computing and remote desktop solutions that include physical and 
virtual workstations, high-performance computing systems, as well as virtual desktops. Our 
solutions are optimized for mission and business-critical applications. We deliver reliable, 
secure, and uncompromised performance backed by world-class support.

How we help
Amulet Hotkey is the ideal partner for deploying your centralized computing infrastructure. 
We support a broad range of solutions, including compute accelerated workstations and 
high-performance computing covering all users from knowledge worker desktops to the 
highest performance 3D graphics visualization and GPU accelerated computing.

We take a comprehensive approach to ensure your success from planning through to 
deployment, management and support, allowing your IT team to support business 
objectives by growing services, reducing costs, enhancing security and response times.

Our role on the trading floor

• We’ve worked with over 200 
financial clients in more than 
50 countries and have provided 
remote trading technology to 
tens of thousands of traders.  

• We’re able to blend  
optimised private and hybrid 
cloud architectures. 

• Our customers can deploy and 
manage confident that the  
end user experience will  
exceed expectations.


